WIRELESS MESSAGE CRASH SECRET

FROM: SECRETARY, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES (NCST), LOK NAYAK BHAWAN, KHAN MARKET, NEW DELHI.

TO: CHIEF SECRETARY, GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT GANDHINAGAR
REPEAT: DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR
REPEAT: PRINCIPAL SECRETARY, TRIBAL WELFARE DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR.
REPEAT: PRINCIPAL SECRETARY, HOME DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR
REPEAT: PRINCIPAL SECRETARY, FINANCE DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR.
REPEAT: SECRETARY, FOREST DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR.
REPEAT: SECRETARY, HEALTH DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR.
REPEAT: SECRETARY, EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR.
REPEAT: DIRECTOR, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, AHMEDABAD
REPEAT: CHIEF PROTOCOL OFFICER, GOVT. OF GUJARAT GANDHINAGAR
REPEAT: DISTRICT COLLECTOR, NARMADA, GUJARAT
REPEAT: DISTRICT COLLECTOR, VADODARA, GUJARAT
REPEAT: DISTRICT COLLECTOR, KHERA, GUJARAT
REPEAT: DISTRICT COLLECTOR, ANAND, GUJARAT
REPEAT: SUPDT. OF POLICE, NARMADA, GUJARAT
REPEAT: SUPDT. OF POLICE, VADODARA, GUJARAT
REPEAT: SUPDT. OF POLICE, KHERA, GUJARAT
REPEAT: SUPDT. OF POLICE, ANAND, GUJARAT
REPEAT: COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, VADODARA CITY, GUJARAT.
REPEAT: DIRECTOR, AIRPORT AUTHORITY OF INDIA, VADODARA.
REPEAT: DIRECTOR, AIRPORT AUTHORITY OF INDIA, AHMEDABAD
REPEAT: CMD. AIRPORT AUTHORITY OF INDIA, DELHI
REPEAT: DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES, REGIONAL OFFICE, JAIPUR.


SHRI NAND KUMAR, HON'BLE CHAIRPERSON, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES HAVING THE STATUS OF UNION CABINET MINISTER, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, MISS ANUSUIYA UIKEY, HON'BLE VICE CHAIRPERSON, NCST. HAVING THE STATUS OF MINISTER OF STATE, SHRI HARI KRISHNA DAMOR, SHRI HARSHADBHAI CHUNNILAL VASAVA AND SMT. MAYA CHINTAMNI IVNATE, HON'BLE MEMBERS HAVING THE STATUS OF SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACCOMPANIED BY SHRI A.K. SINGH, SECRETARY, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES.
SHRI S.P. MEENA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, SHRI RAJESHWAR KUMAR, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, SMT. SUSHMA GAUTAM, PERSONAL SECRETARY TO CHAIRPERSON AND SHRI MANOJ MISHRA, PRIVATE SECRETARY HON’BLE MEMBER SHRI VASAVA. NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES WILL BE ON OFFICIAL VISIT TO THE STATE OF GUJARAT AS PER FOLLOWING PROGRAMME.

CONTACT NUMBER OF SHRI RAJESHWAR KUMAR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NCST IS 9411667317 AND CONTACT NUMBER OF SHRI S.P. MEENA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IS 9868268082 (.) CONTACT NUMBER OF SHRI MANOJ MISHRA, PS TO HON’BLE MEMBER SHRI VASAVA IS 9978442008 (.)

30.7.2019 1745 HRS. DEP. DELHI BY AIR INDIA AI-0819.
1915 HRS. ARR. VADODARA

NIGHT HALT AT TENT CITY, NARMADA

31.7.2019 0800 HRS. DEP. VADODARA BY ROAD
0930 HRS. ARR. NARMADA

VISIT TO NARAMADA SAGAR DAM AND STATUE OF UNIT AT KEVADIA.

1100 HRS. DISTRICT REVIEW OF NARMADA DISTRICT WITH COLLECTOR, SUPDT. OF POLICE, DISTRICT FOREST OFFICER AND OTHER DISTRICT LEVEL OFFICERS AT RAJPIPLA.

1500 HRS. MEETING ON THE PROPOSED TRIBAL UNIVERSITY
1600 HRS. MEETING ON THE PROPOSED TRIBAL MUSEUM
1800 HRS. WITNESS LIGHT AND SOUND SHOW AT STATUE OF UNITY

1900 HRS. DEP. NARMADA BY ROAD
2050 HRS. ARR. VADODARA

NIGHT HALT AT VADODARA.

1.8.2019 0900 HRS. DEP. VADODARA BY ROAD
1230 HRS. ARR. GANDHINAGAR

HALT AT STATE GUEST HOUSE AND THEN PROCEED FOR AHMEDABAD.

1500 HRS. DEPART STATE GUEST HOUSE, GANDHINAGAR.
1530 HRS. VISIT TO INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, AHMEDABAD AND MEETING WITH ST STUDENTS AND ST EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION.
1600 HRS  MEETING WITH DIRECTOR, IIM AND OTHER FACULTY OFFICERS ON THE ISSUE OF RESERVATION IN ADMISSION, APPOINTMENT, ETC. FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES.

RETURN TO GANDHINAGAR AND NIGHT HALT.

2.8.2019 1050 HRS. STATE REVIEW MEETING WITH CHIEF SECRETARY. DG OF POLICE PRINCIPAL SECRETARIES. TRIBAL WELFARE, EDUCATION, HEALTH, FINANCE, FOREST, ETC. FOLLOWED BY PRESS BRIEFING.

1230 HRS. MEETING WITH HON‘BLE CHIEF MINISTER OF GUJARAT*
1500 HRS. CALL ON HON‘BLE GOVERNOR OF GUJARAT*

(*SECRETARY, TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT TO COORDINATE WITH THE OFFICES OF HON‘BLE CHIEF MINISTER AND HE GOVERNOR)

1850 HRS. DEP. AHMEDABAD BY AIR AI-0011
2050 HRS. ARR. DELHI.

GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT IS REQUESTED TO MAKE APPROPRIATE ARRANGEMENTS FOR RECEPTION, ACCOMMODATION, TRANSPORT, SECURITY, ESCORT AND PROTOCOL BEFITTING THE STATUS OF HON‘BLE CHAIRPERSON, HON‘BLE VICE CHAIRPERSON HON‘BLE MEMBERS AND ACCOMPANYING OFFICIALS (. ) DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES, JAIPUR TO COORDINATE WITH DISTRICT AND STATE GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES FOR REQUIRED ARRANGEMENTS (. )

(S. P. MEENA)
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SCHEDULED TRIBES
Copy to:-

1. PS to Hon’ble Chairperson, NCST, New Delhi
2. PS to Hon’ble Vice-Chairperson, NCST, New Delhi
3. PA to Hon’ble Member(HKD), NCST
4. PS to Hon’ble Member(HCV), NCST
5. PS to Hon’ble Member(MCI), NCST
6. Sr. PPS to Secretary, NCST, New Delhi
7. PS to Joint Secretary, NCST, New Delhi
8. Director, NCST, New Delhi
9. Assistant Director, NCST, New Delhi
10. SSA(NIC) (for uploading on the website of the Commission)
11. Shri Manoj Kumar Verma, Spokesperson, Ministry of Tribal Affairs, National Media Centre, Raisina Road, New Delhi-110 001

(S.P. Meena)
Assistant Director(Admn.)